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Your GIS, geospatial IT, and location
challenges are solved here.

WHAT 

IS GIZA?
AN INTRODUCTION

Giza imagery tile server that uncovers deep insights via advanced
analytics in apps that utilize aerial imagery data;  a turbo-charger for
your imagery delivery engine.

Giza allows you to stream an enormous amount of tiled
imagery data at high speeds. It's fast, functional, and effective.

Giza is raster and vector compatible, and works flawlessly with
software such as ESRI, ArcGIS, Bentley, Autodesk, QGIS, and more. 

The name Giza is eponymous to the only remaining Great Wonder of
the Ancient World. It's also a reference to tile pyramids. These allow us
to view our imagery at a number of different scales, seamlessly, over
the web. With Giza, we open up your imagery to its full potential.

We invite you to discover what is possible with Giza today.
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ABOUT US

YESTERDAY & TODAY:
HOW TO CONSUME AND
DELIVER IMAGERY

ADVANCED CONTROL &
ANALYTICS FOR IMAGERY

At AppGeo, we combine data
with geography to improve
information and generate
insights for over 30 years. 

Giza can help you save you
time and money, while staying
compliant with Terms of Service

The aerial imagery world is
changing fast. Are you ready for
what's next?

See what's possible when you
put Giza to work with your
imagery. We share our favorite
customer success stories and
testimonials. 

Discover how Giza provides
unparalleled levels of
management, control and rich
analytics to support your app or
business operations

COST SAVINGS

INNOVATIVE USES AND
CUSTOMER STORIES



A CHANGING IMAGERY LANDSCAPE

YESTERDAY & TODAY

With more data types comes a growing variety
of platforms your users want to access this
data through, each meeting their unique
demands.  

All this comes at a cost of increased bandwidth,
on top of other demands across your IT
infrastructure. We’re seeing this change happen
in real time as imagery continues to become
an ever more advanced, yet prevalent
commodity. 
For all of those reasons, we created Giza - a
tile-serving product that manages and
connects imagery stored in the cloud with your
applications and workflows. With Giza, you can
bring together decades of historical imagery,
with the comfort of knowing you are well
equipped for what's next.

Data is becoming more plentiful, and powerful.
Streaming imagery removes the burdens of on-
premises data storage. This affords imagery users
far more flexibility when it comes to how and where
they can get work done. 

For example: Providing instant access to historical
archives opens up the ease of change detection
and gives new life to "old" data. These are the
opportunities that await those who make the leap,
and modernize their imagery infrastructure. 

Looking ahead: As more advanced sensor
technology rolls out with every coming year, we
anticipate even higher pixel resolutions, more
frequent refresh intervals, and increased numbers
of spectral bands to become the norm in data
collection. Maintaining a variety of such datasets
while keeping them easy and efficient to access,
doesn't have to be a headache. 

Giza connects your users to your data like never
before. 

How to consume and deliver imagery in 2022 and beyond.

FIGURE: STREAMING HEXAGON IMAGERY
WITH GIZA



A CHANGING IMAGERY
LANDSCAPEMARKETS SERVED
Giza spans a wide range of use cases and
industries, including agriculture, insurance,
real estate, engineering and transportation
— especially when multiple firms need to
collaborate on the same project.

As more industries are taking advantage of
the power of streaming imagery - the need
for smart imagery management only grows

HOW GIZA WILL BENEFIT YOUR USERS
The variety of imagery content sources your organization
consumes only continues to grow in depth and volume. Why
not manage it all with an industry-leading centralized
approach? Giza makes it easy to keep your staff productive
and always connected to the best content - no matter where
they work.



MORE PLATFORMS
Giza creates one of the easiest and most efficient
ways to work with imagery in your GIS applications, 
 through the WMS/WMTS compatibility,   

The Open Geospatial Consortium (OGC) Web Map Tile
Service (WMTS) specification is the gold standard for
serving digital maps over the web using cached image
tiles. When using Giza, you can ensure your imagery
service is compatible with the largest number of end-
user applications possible. 

QGIS
AutoCAD
ArcGIS Online
ArcGIS Pro
ArcMap
Bentley 
Mobile devices
Mapbox, Google Maps,
and more

COMPATIBLE APPS
INCLUDE:



End-user device

W
M

TS Protocol

Your Tiled Imagery Data

Back-end 
analytics engine

HOW IT
WORKS:
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Giza unlocks the hidden analytics behind
your imagery usage. 

from imagery
TO INSIGHTS

Our innovative heat mapping features give you
deeper knowledge into user behavior, usage
trends, and discover key areas of interest.

2,800 views



ENHANCED USER
CONTROL

Giza provides you with the control you need to
securely partition your content access to exactly the
individuals or groups that require access, for the time
they require it, in the areas they need it. 

With Giza, contractors and firms who you want to
provision to work on a project, can easily gain access
with as little as sending an email. By simplifying user
management, you can ensure your imagery is being
used consistently and protect yourself from cost
overruns and unauthorized users.

In one example, a state organization could also
distinguish between DOT users, Environmental users,
and Law enforcement using Giza’s advanced user
tracking. 

GIZA FEATURES

Provision custom WMTS endpoints  for specific
imagery layers
Time-sensitive links: Set an expiry date for your
endpoints
Set data limits and caps per user or group
Define user roles to fit your organization's needs
 

Key Features: 



USAGE METRICS + HEATMAPS

A revolutionary feature of Giza is the ability to create
heatmaps and detailed reports from your streaming
imagery data usage- with a high level of geographic
resolution. 

Heatmaps are a powerful way to understand how
users are interacting with your imagery—where they
click, how far they zoom in, what they look at or, what
they ignore. You may have seen similar tools used for
website analytics or in trend analysis. With Giza, we put
the power in your hands and take care of the data +
stats for you, behind the scenes. 

With heat mapping, we can track usage at the
individual tile-level, revealing far more insight into
where and how imagery is being used.

Case Study:  
Cost Savings from Heatmaps

The State of Texas used Giza heatmap data in part to
determine which layers and areas could be migrated
to lower-cost cloud storage tiers, based on access
frequency.

By using Giza data to support this decision, the
agency was able to save over $70,000 annually in
storage costs alone. 

GIZA FEATURES



GEO-FENCING AND CUSTOM
BOUNDARIES 
Perhaps you want to define custom, geographically
bounded viewing areas for your imagery. 
Whether you are sharing data with subconsultants,
looking to limit access to relevant geographic bounds,
or want to buffer a series of features like highways, utility
cooridors, or areas around specific buildings, Giza can
help. 

With Giza, it is easy to "cookie cutter" sections of your
data and make it accessible to the individuals who
need it, when they need it, on-the-fly. No longer will you
have to run inconvenient and time consuming raster
processing to get the imagery subset you need.

GIZA FEATURES

QUICKLY CREATE NEWQUICKLY CREATE NEW

IMAGERY LAYERS FROMIMAGERY LAYERS FROM

YOUR VECTOR DATAYOUR VECTOR DATA

BOUNDARYBOUNDARY

DOWNLOAD CAPABILITIES
For users of streaming-based imagery services, a
common need is the ability to download a set of tiles
for local use, be it offline access or deeper analysis. 

Giza can be configured to offer the best of both
worlds: easy streaming of large tile areas, and
download access to the ones you want.  
Both individual and bulk tile exports are possible,
ensuring your imagery analysis ready. 



"The Giza appliance
from AppGeo is the
perfect thing to
control users and
ensure we adhere to
our licensing
terms."

-Matt Peters
GIO, Utah AGRC 

HOW A MANAGED IMAGERY PROGRAM CAN
REDUCE OVERALL COSTS AND IMPROVE ROI

Assists with streaming compliance - detect red flags, reduce your risk,
and mitigate unauthorized use to control cost overruns. 

Having location-based analytics helps make decisions that lower cost
while maintaining performance. 

For example: with Giza's usage statistics, you can optimize your cloud-
storage products (also referred to as "buckets") to realize more cost
efficient data rates for areas accessed less frequently, while maintaining
performance for more frequently viewed areas.

SAVE MONEY
SAVE TIME

Work with an imagery expert: AppGeo understands both ends of the equation:
with content provider relationship and a deep understanding of how your users
interact with data. We're here to help you optimize and fine-tune your imagery
workflows with Giza. 

http://www.appgeo.com/giza


With Giza smart caching, we can deliver greater performance and
reduce unnecessary duplicate downloads from the vendor (in
cases where billing is determined by usage volume) 

Smart Cache is tuned to get you the most from your service, while
staying compliant with vendor terms. for data retention. 

ADVANCED CACHING FOR IMPROVED PERFORMANCE

THE BENEFITS
OF CACHING

Giza's caching mechanism can reduce imagery service costs if being
charged by the request. Term of the cache storage can be modified to
make sure imagery service terms are being respected. As demand for
imagery increases so do the potential savings.
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Don't just take our word for it. 

success stories
GIZA IN ACTION

Giza is actively making a difference in the way
our clients consume and manage their imagery
programs. They aren't shy about it either. 



UTAH GEOSPATIAL RESOURCES
CENTER

PROJECT BACKGROUND

"The user management and
logging built into Giza provide

extremely valuable utilization
metrics that describe usage

patterns over time, by
organization, and by

geography"

HEXAGON IMAGERY & GIZA

The State of Utah has been among the trailblazer states who
have shifted to a content-forward licensing model when thinking
about acquiring, hosting, and sharing aerial imagery data to their
stakeholders. Utah has using the Giza  to access  orthophoto
imagery since 2015. 

Utah uses Giza as a data portal, to display much more than just
imagery. Utah’s AGRC (Automated Geographic Reference
Center) leverages Giza Image Tile Serving Appliance to serve out
a variety of basemaps, such as Terrain, Hillshade, NRG, and USGS
Topology Maps to over 250+ organizations now using Giza
throughout the Beehive state..

Utah recently shifted from Google Imagery products to the
Hexagon  Content Program, a licensed subscription service, to
obtain high quality and low cost imagery statewide at a
resolution of 15 cm (6 inches). Utah’s imagery program thrives
with the combination of low cost imagery, generous terms of
usage, and the Giza streaming platform.

- Matt Peters,
Utah Geospatial

Resources Center 

SUCCESS STORY:



BACKGROUND

“AppGeo...delivers results,
works in a professional

manner, and is on the
cutting edge.”

KEY CHALLENGES AND SOLUTION

TNRIS Program Manager for Strategic Mapping (StratMap) Gayla
Mullins and her team help to keep Texas state agencies data
informed 24/7 with data streaming and download services for
imagery, LiDAR, address points, and land parcels. As the second
largest state in the U.S. - this task is no small order. 

TNRIS initiated an evaluation process to get operations
efficiently on track and make sure their imagery has the
highest availability and ease of access possible. After
evaluating several other products, they chose Giza for its
ease of use, affordability, and its ability to scale to TNRIS’s
plans to expand services to other agencies. 

- Gayla Mullins,
TNRIS

TEXAS NATURAL RESOURCES
INFORMATION SYSTEM

SUCCESS STORY:

Data shared and shipped on hard drives cost significant
time, money, and effort. Additionally, custom imagery
capture is expensive and time-consuming to acquire.
Looking to improve performance and lower costs, TNRIS
needed a way to track who was using data and how much
was being used.

Mullins' team now uses Giza to stream over 30
terabytes of imagery to over twelve different state
agencies and numerous local government offices. 

Mullins and her team rave over Giza’s ease of use and
AppGeo support, which is making it easy to share and
measure usage of their imagery streams. 

“We use Giza every day in order to manage all of our user
accounts. Definitely something we rely on and is of great
benefit to us.”



BACKGROUND

USE CASE IN ACTION

Hexagon customer 
Spend very high 
Giza came in 
Fune-tuned usage + caching 
Kept good content at affordable price 

The client acquired Hex imagery for their platform because is
had the highest resolution content available in their primary
property AOI of Texas (15cm as compared to the 30cm the
market could provide). They purchased the content based
upon an estimated volume of usage. That usage ending up
being more than expected. 

Giza was implemented between Hex and the MapRight
platforms to take advantage of the caching which would
reduce the volume of requests monthly by ~50% immediately
(reduction will vary by the user usage profile). 

MAPRIGHT
SUCCESS STORY:

Very quickly, the analytics captured by the Giza on an
hourly basis, allowed their developers to quickly see the
impact their application changes had on consumption
volumes and calculate whether additional efforts are
required or not to help afford bringing the extremely
valuable imagery content to their platform. 

Additionally, the are leveraging Giza's unique ability to
provision multiple unique endpoints to the same
imagery allowing them to better understand how the
various user personas interact with there mapping
interface via Giza's spatial usage heatmap.



ProfessionalProfessional
GIS ConsultingGIS Consulting  

  
  

The Best AerialThe Best Aerial
Imagery DataImagery Data

Our Integrated
Approach
We've built AppGeo just for you.

ABOUT US
We are a Geospatial
Information Technology
innovator and solution
provider focused on
customer success.

What makes us different?
Our unrelenting drive to
modernize the world of GIS,
and challenge the status
quo. That's just the AppGeo
way.

Our relationship with imagery is
nothing new: We've been at the
forefront of aerial imagery use
and analysis for over 30 years
. 
This deep understanding of
how our clients use imagery
has allowed AppGeo to foster
deep relationships with imagery
content providers - to ensure
our customers have access to
the very best data there is.

"In all of our work, we strive to
create shared value with customers,
understand and respond to
customer’s needs, build community
and open knowledge systems,
pioneer geographic expressions of
data, explore the frontiers of our
field, and maintain an objective
point of view."

- RICH GRADY
PRESIDENT @ APPGEO

OUR VALUES



YOUR EXPERT
TEAM
Looking for more? 
Our Spatial IQ Program for Giza offers the services you need

DAVID LAURA CALVIN
Product Lead Giza Support Engineering Lead

Account & Technical  Support
Managed Imagery Services
Advanced Reporting 
Cloud management services
Advanced user trainings
Image Tiling*
Imagery storage optimization audits

With Spatial IQ - We can build a program that is right for you



LET'S TALK
Claim your free consultation with an

imagery expert today to see how Giza
can transform the way your

organization works. 

EMAIL
info@appgeo .com

WEB
appgeo .com/giza




